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All NEW 
Deep-Sea Adventvres 

OQUAZONE 
Hang onto your snorkel as you team 
vp with the Aqvanavis in search of 
the preciovs crystal that provides 
oxygen for the vndersea world. But 
be on the lookovt for the Aquvasharks! 
They'll stop at nothing to take all 
the crystals for themselves. 
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6155 Deep Sea Predator: Fins 
ahoy! With special magnetic arm 
and robotic claw, this scowling 

sub is a lean, mean crystal 
grabbing machine. : 

<A 
6175 Crystal Explorer Sub: 
This slick submersible 
easily scoops up oxygen 
crystals with its 
magnetic arm. The 
suh’s working compass 
shows even a rookie 
Aquanaut how to-find the 
great 8-armed guardian of 
the oxygencrystals! 

6195 Neptune 

Discovery Lab: This 
place is better than 

an underwater mall. 
The lab has its own 
crystal harvesting 
sub. A handy crane 
unloads crystals and 
puts them ona 
conveyor for 
processing. There’s 
even an octopus 
security guard! 

There's 

lots of deep-sea fun 
in this issue. Check page 7 

for some octopus info that’ 
really grab you! See you in the 

comic pages, where | really 

into action! 



Send your stories and ideas to: 

LEGO Club 
P.0. Box 1308 
Enfield, CT 06083 

i My name is 

Allison 

| Caldwell. I 

am fourteen 

avid LEGO builder. I have 

been building since I was 

about five years old. I enjoy 

building houses out of LEGO 

pieces and then furnishing 

them. I get some of my ideas 

for houses in house plan 

magazines. 

If you flip 

this you can 
build it! 

Flip N’Build 

I also like doing the little 

details on the exterior of 

the building as well as the 

interior. My creations are 

all in one large LEGO town 

in my basement. A variety 

of my LEGO buildings are 

going to be in a toy 

store window at th 

Columbia Mall, in 

Maryland. 



More 
{ Cool Creations on 

page! 
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} 
get ready't 
adventures in the 
Aquazone! Hang onto 

| your Seaoprint 
it an re diving into 
. ~“theseal Aquazone — the 

/ 

world at the bovtont aaa? 

_ the sea. 
To get there; let's take a 
Hide Alvin a real life 

— scientific submarine — 
called a “submergible.” 

Hop in withtwo of your @ 
friends. Make that two 
of your best friends » 

Aqvanavt 7 . because it is a very * 

vessels have ii Me o small submarine. Rev up 
> Za; the engines to cruising 

speed and youre on your 

crystol way to the bottom of 

eter e the sea. | 

@ = MORE OW NEXT PAGE 

» 
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The ocean floor is a lot like the earth's surface - only on a bi mountains, valleys, and ite One movntain ran Rocky Movntains! it is like one long voleano. 

continued. 

Fa: we have to 
go through the 
upper ocean — 
water filled with 
hurricanes, tidal 
waves, and things 
that may want to — : 

eat you. And that’s the easy part 
of a deep-sea quest. As you dive 
deeper, you quickly run out of light. 

Then the familiar animals gradually 

disappear. 

Most of the creatures at the 

bottom of the sea have built-in 

lights that glow, flash, and twinkle. 

Scientists often turn off Alvin's 
lights and enjoy an underwater 

light show! Most deep-sea fish are 

small and have few bones so they 

can survive the water pressure. 
Some deep-sea animals have rela- 

tives in shallow water such as 

squid, octopus, and worms. 

Neptune 
Discovery 

Lob 

SiS Pr 

Diving Oolong 
an under- 
water yr 
MovNtojn 

L the 
future, people 
may rely more 
on the oceans for 
food, fuel and 
shelter. Underwater 
fish farms may become 
a major source of food. 
The oceans are full of 
minerals like gold, copper, and 
nickel, so eventually there may be 

underwater mining centers. There are 

even underwater houses and museums 

being designed. 

For now, the Aquazone is all yours for 

the exploring: discover fascinating sea 

creatures, uncover pirate gold, or climb 

an underwater mountain to the Lost 

Continent of Atlantis. 

After that brief but breathtaking tour, 
come up for air, and dock your Sea 
Sprint. If you came up with a 

|. brilliant idea for building a fantastic 

| Aquazone model, just do it! Then 
® sendina picture of your model for 

other LEGO Maniacs to see. You can 

even enter it in this issue's Building 

Challenge. ; 

Special thanks to Dr. David Gallo of Woods Hole 

Oceanographic Institution for providing research 

and photos. 

Over 100 years ago, avthor Jvles Verne wrote abovt a nuclear powered submarine 

called the Navtilvs, in his book “20,000 Leagves Under the Sea.” 



ones. Luckily 
most octopuses 

u've gotta get in the “zone” for this 
building challenge — the Aquazone! 

: : a Tak r choice of projects: create a 
Gace al Fen ut 6u a an underwater lab, a real 

Mees ec oe Seon ee or imagin 5 creature, or 

eal MOT TCS anything ele you can imagine that 
he ocean hottom i W oe as to do with the undersea world. 

1 on the oce: i Ic | Any single LEGO set or combination 
1 A q epaer La es ‘ is allowed, but your model has 

e original. The sea holds many 
— let's see what you have on 

Send a photo of your LEGO Aqu e 

aca nara os 1908 tor 
Pas ierone| Bull | Aquazone Building Challenge 
7.0, Box 1308, : 
nfield, CT 06083-1308 

to 
: Your name, age, address, and 

i ootacloud of black [im eet ng Be ce 
RAS ear . I The number and nam e 

enemy. First the ink stays | LEGO sets you used 
I 

1° 
uap wou, 

a, ca, r Look for photos of the top entries e = ? ; G es the enemy’s sense of smell, allow- | nan Oe (ealeeue of op 

ing the octopus to escape undetected. | Mania Magazine. 

During a battle, if an octopus loses one or \ 

more arms, it isn’t too concerned because | 
they quickly grow back. No wonder no one 

wants to mess with an octopus guarding 

crystals in the Aquazone. 

Photos can't be returned, so 
make sure to take an extra one 
for yourself. 

suen 
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Make2 * 
sets of leg . 
supports. 

Use a LEGO TECHNIC 
beam in the center 
of each. 

The 
legs are 

fidd 2 legs to completed. 
each support. 



Flip N’Build 
Step 5 

The hingé! pieces 
the trunk 
nd 



BLASTS THE MANIACS SEA SPRINTS Witt 
— 

Anareoon. |S 

FRUSTRATED SHARKS BEHIND. 

‘ SS 
° 

WITH THE SEA SPRINTS DESTROYED, 

THE SHARKS MOVE IN. NEW SUS AND LEAVES THE 

i Z 
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COUNT THE Gv cura: 
p= rsp 7, 

Can you find all the 
oxygen-giving crystals 
in the magazine? Look 
everywhere: in the 
comic, on the cover, 
between pictures and 

under octopuses. Members 
with the correct count could 

win a LEGO set of their choice! 

Fill in the name of the Aquazone Crystal on 
the entry form. Guess it correctly and you could 
win another LEGO set! You'll find the crystal’s 
name by lifting up the box lid of #6195 Neptune 
Discovery Lab or looking on the back of the box 
for #6175 Crystal Explorer Sub. If you don’t have 
these sets, dash to the closest LEGO dealer and 
sneak a peek at these new Aquazone sets. 

The first 16 randomly selected 
entries with the correct crystal count will win a LEGO 

1 Eawer: set of their choice (up to $166 retail value). If any of 
flere § Lem 0 s those 16 winners have the correct crystal name for 

the Bonus Challenge, they will win a second LEGO set 
Just fill in your name, address, crystal count and of their choice. That means you could win 2 LEGO 
crystal name on the Contest Entry form, clip it sets worth up to $260! 
out, and mail it to the address shown by 

March 25, 1995. Entries must be postmarked by March 25, 1995, and received by March 31, 1995. 
LEGO Systems, Inc. will only send to each winner a LEGO Building Set which is properly 
age-graded for the recipient. Winners will be notified by mail. Offer void where prohibited or 

If you don’t want te wreck your magazine, by cutting restricted by law, Employees of LEGO Systems, Inc, and members of their immediate families 
out the Entry Form, send us a post card with all of G cs slaihe Ro parton: Entries will be judged by LEGO Systems, Inc. on the basis of 

the same information to the address below! 2) a ip 
<—_ =f PP Ws 

LEGO CLUB Bulk Rate 
P.O. Box 1157 U.S. Postage ; < PAID Enfield , CT 06083-1157 fn ont The name of the Aquazone crystal is 

My Name 
Address 

Piya igs 

Telephone(_.6£J)wMUMU. A 

Count the Crystals Contest 
LEGO Mania Magazine Grlbeg 
P. 0. Box 1310 Keahers 
Enfield, CT 06083-1310 

Send your completed entry 

hy March 25, 1995 t0: 


